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Abstract—Educational institutions increasingly adopt the students-as-customers concept to satisfy their students. Understanding students’ perspectives on the use of this business concept in educational institutions is necessary for the institutions to effectively align these perspectives with their management practice. The study investigates whether students in technology and business disciplines have significantly different attitudes toward using the students-as-customers concept in educational institutions and explores the impact of treating students as customers in technology disciplines under students’ perspectives. The results from quantitative and qualitative data analyses show that technology students, in contrast to business students, fairly disagree with educational institutions to treat students as customers. Treating students as customers in technology disciplines will have a negative influence on teaching performance, instructor-student relationships and educational institutions’ aim, but a positive influence on service quality in educational institutions. The paper discusses the findings and concludes with implications and limitations of the study.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Management practice in higher education institutions is under review on the need of economic accountability and performance improvement as a result of reduced government funding and increased competitiveness in higher education. Most educational institutions have competed with one another to retain students including students in technology disciplines. They have reshaped their management practice and embraced customer satisfaction perspective of total quality management (TQM) in the hope that it will be the key to survival as it happened in a business sector [6]. In other words, most universities have adopted the students-as-customers concept to use in their organizations. However, many researchers have continually debated the adoption of the students-as-customers concept to be used in higher education institutions [2,6,7,15].

As the management practice significantly affects an organization’s productivity and profitability, an educational institution should understand what students perceive the institution’s management practice associated with the students-as-customers concept and effectively align it with the institution’s strategic management. Despite its apparent importance, this issue has gained little attention from researchers and academics in information technology. Accordingly, this study seeks to understand students’ perspectives on the use of the students-as-customers concept in technology disciplines. As students in different disciplines may perceive business orientation in different aspects [11], the study also examines whether technology and business students’ attitudes toward using this concept in higher education are different.

The next section describes basic principles of the students-as-customers concept followed by research design and analysis results. Discussion of the findings is then presented. The paper concludes with implications and limitations of the study.

II. STUDENTS-AS-CUSTOMERS CONCEPT

Treating students as customers is accentuated since scholars began proposing the application of total quality management (TQM) to higher educational institutions [3,16]. The total quality management is originally applied in the business sector to improve organizational performance which aims to provide services with higher levels of consumer satisfaction and, in turn, enhance profitability for the organization.

Higher education has increasingly competitive pressure in the last decade. Some colleges have been upgraded to be accredited universities while many universities established colleges to extend their graduate programs. To make sure that universities are marketable to current and potential customers, they have followed the management practice in a business sector and embraced the customer satisfaction perspective of TQM as a key to survival and retain competitive advantages in a higher education sector. Students are considered as customers because they have engaged in an economic agreement for buying educational services [8]. They, therefore, should be provided opportunities to express their needs and satisfaction with their learning environment. Educational institutions, on the other hand, attempt to delight their students like commercial customers. In the sense that “the customer is always right,” instructors are expected to entertain students rather than challenge them to participate in classes. They try to avoid students’ critical feedback that may have a detrimental impact on their promotional prospects [3,22]. In addition, student’s expected grades and final course...
grades have been found to have an effect on the evaluations of instructors [23,24].

According to the students-as-customers concept, educational institutions are considered as producers and providers of services. As the role of a service provider, the institutions manage operations, monitor efficiency, and produce quality services to meet the current needs and expectations of their students [19]. On the other hand, students act as passive consumers who react (whether like or dislike services) and respond their views (either complaint or satisfaction) through teaching and service evaluations in the same way they purchase a routine consumer product. In addition, the students-as-customers concept undermines a student’s sense of responsibility for their own learning [9]. Students shift their responsibilities for learning to the university instructors. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motivated to learn only by their self-interests that result in disinclination to classroom participation and team working [2,14]. They as customers will try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will as customers try to seek the easiest courses with an easy assessment and participation and team working [2,14]. They will be motiva

IV. ANALYSIS RESULTS

The study conducted quantitative and qualitative data analyses. The data were collected from 189 students and their demographic data are presented in Table II. 58.7 percent of the students were male and 59.3 percent of the students were studying at undergraduate level. The majority of students, about 60.8 percent, were studying in technology disciplines (i.e., information technology, technology management and computer science) while 39.2 percent of the students were studying in business disciplines (i.e., business administration, international business, business art, marketing and finance).

The quantitative data were analyzed to realize whether the technology and business students have significantly different attitudes toward treating students as customers in educational institutions. Subsequently, the qualitative data were analyzed to understand technology students’ perspectives on the use of the students-as-customers concept in technology disciplines.

The quantitative analysis results presented in Table III indicated there was statistically significant difference between undergraduate and graduate students regarding their perspectives on the use of the students-as-customers concept in universities (t=3.41, p<.001). Undergraduate students were asked whether they agree that colleges/universities should treat students as customers based on the five-point Likert scale (1=strongly agree, 5=strongly disagree). They were asked to express their opinions toward treating students as customers in educational institutions under the open-end question. The questions for demographic data such as gender, age, current education and discipline were included in the questionnaire.
disagreed on the use of the students-as-customers concept in universities (mean=3.31) while graduate students slightly agreed on the use of this concept (mean=2.64). In addition, business students agreed on the use of the students-as-customers concept in universities (mean=2.73). Unlike business students, technology students fairly disagreed on the use of this concept in universities (mean=3.23). Interestingly, these two sample groups (business students and technology students) were significantly different regarding their perspectives on the use of the students-as-customers concept in universities ($t=-2.50, p<.05$).

The qualitative data obtained from students in technology disciplines were used for analysis. Space constraint impedes describing all individual responses. Presentation of the results is, therefore, restricted to the dichotomy between students who agree and disagree that universities should treat students as customers. Most students who agreed that the universities should treat students as customers contended that they paid money (tuition fee) in exchange of university services including teaching and non-teaching services. Some students believed that a customer was the first priority for any kind of businesses and universities should value students as customers.

On the other hand, most students who disagreed that universities should treat students as customers contested that a moral principle of instructors was more important than the commercial exchange between money and services. They argued that universities should have an aim to educate students rather than to gain profit and students who had no money still needed to get education. One student believed that a decrease in ethical motive of the university would affect the university’s reputation. One thought that education was vital for life more than products in stores. Some students wanted their instructors to treat them like their family member or friends. Some students also concerned about the teaching quality they get if their instructors looked at them as customers. Further discussion on the findings will be provided in the next section.

V. DISCUSSION

The students-as-customers concept has been reshaped the thinking of higher education institutions in many countries. Many universities perceive that this concept can produce higher levels of student satisfaction and, in turn, profitability for their universities. Nonetheless, the study found that some groups of students do not agree that universities/colleges should treat students as customers (see Table III).

In contrast to the students in technology disciplines, the majority of students in business disciplines agreed on the use of the students-as-customers concept in universities. This might imply that business students highly involve in a business-related environment (e.g., their courses and instructors) leading to a personal preference for consumer orientation or market-based exchange between payment and services received. The study also found that graduate students who were undertaking study as part of their continual professional development fairly agreed on the use of the students-as-customers concept in universities. Unlike undergraduate students, most graduate students work and pay for their own education. Graduate students, therefore, have high concern on the value of their money and expect high returns in terms of quality of education and services from their universities. These might be achieved if they were treated as the university customers. In this context, students need to have a clear understanding that their tuition fee does not equate to a simply exchange of money in return for education. In fact, tuition fee facilitates education but does not cause it [3,7].

The results from the qualitative analysis indicated that technology students had various perspectives on the use of the students-as-customers concept in higher education institutions, mostly related to money or payment issue. Based on within-case (levels of education) and cross-case analyses, the students’ perspectives can be categorized into four main groups; teaching performance, educational institution’s aim, student-instructor relationship and service quality.

Students who disagreed on using this concept in educational institutions pointed out that treating student as customer, in some senses, affected instructor’s teaching performance. For example,

- “It doesn’t wrong to treat them as customers but they have the right to get the services that should meet the (teaching) standards….and you need to put some effort to teach them” (undergrad, case 1)
- “Shouldn’t (be treated as customers) because they might not be able to produce the quality students” (undergrad, case 1)
- “…if students become customers, then teachers will try to fail them to gain more money” (undergrad, case 1)
- “… teachers must sincere to teach students rather than only want to get money” (grad, case 2)
- “Universities should not treat students as customers because they (teachers) don’t need to follow (serve) students but they need to be the leaders of students by guiding, teaching, etc…” (grad, case 1)

Proposition 1: using the students-as-customers concept in technology disciplines will have a negative influence on teaching performance.

As perceived by students who disagreed with the students-as-customers concept, treating students as customers might vary the principal aim of educational institutions. The institution’s aim may change from providing people education to making profit as a business organization. For example,

- “…. I don't think that we should be treated as customers because this is only a place to get educated...” (undergrad, case 1)
“Should not treat as customers. Educational institutions have responsibilities for giving education ….” (grad, case 2)

“Because those (universities) should treat their service users (students) with the real objective of that place. Not for marketing objectives that the real purpose is to get more money from their service users” (grad, case 1)

“should not…because institutions should have their aims and give education to students rather than business” (undergrad, case 1)

“Should not treat students as customers. people who do not have the money to get education, need to get education (from universities)” (undergrad, case 1)

Proposition 2: using the students-as-customers concept in technology disciplines will have a negative influence on educational institutions’ aim.

Students who disagreed with the students-as-customers concept were aware that treating students as customers would affect an interpersonal relationship between instructors and students. They wanted a close interpersonal relationship with their instructors. For example,

“... treating students as customers has a loose relationship (with instructors). only mind for benefits” (grad, case 2)

“... We can socialize with the teachers and be friends with them. I think the word ‘customer’ is not right” (undergrad, case 1)

“... students should be treated as ‘family members’, and (instructors) really treat with heart” (grad, case 1)

Proposition 3: using the students-as-customers concept in technology disciplines will have a negative influence on student-instructor relationships.

Finally, students who preferred the universities to treat as customers expected that they might get better quality of services from their institutions if they were treated as customers. For example,

“They will serve you well because a customer is the first priority for any business” (undergrad, case 1)

“(universities) must and always bear in mind that a service receiver is a customer who must be cared” (grad, case 2)

“…Because service receivers are customers, we have to treat them with the best care…” (grad, case 1)

“…They (universities) would respect and serve us (students) as customers” (undergrad, case 1)

“Because when we look at service users as customers, we will treat them with the best effort and willingness” (grad, case 1)

Proposition 4: using the students-as-customers concept in technology disciplines will have a positive influence on service quality in educational institutions.

In sum, technology students indicated that treating students as customers in educational institutions had a negative influence on teaching performance, educational institutions’ aim and student-instructor relationships, but a positive influence on service quality in educational institutions (see Fig. 1).

VI. Conclusion and Limitations

This exploratory study addresses the technology students’ perspectives on the use of students-as-customers concept in higher education associated with technology disciplines. According to the findings, most technology students, particularly undergraduate students, do not want to use money to buy their education. In other words, they slightly disagree that universities should treat students as customers. However, the concept that students are, in some senses, customers is nothing intrinsically wrong. If educational institutions need to apply the students-as-customers concept for technology students, they should have sophisticated interpretation of ‘customers’ rather than common customers who simply pay money to buy products or services. The findings provide important considerations for educational institutions and instructors to take into account when treating technology students under the students-as-customers concept. They should attempt to avoid or minimize the students’ negative perspectives on the use of the students-as-customers concept in educational institutions. For example, to shed the negative perspective of students on a commercial exchange between money and education, institutions should focus on their principal objective to educate students rather than make business with students. They may offer some supports such as scholarships or awards for some students who desire to study but can’t afford to pay tuition fees. They should not bargain the quality of services for the amount of each student’s payment. In other words, they should treat all students fairly and equally. In addition, instructors should improve their teaching performance and create a close interpersonal relationship with their students to minimize the students’ negative perspectives on teaching performance and instructor-student relationships. To meet the students’ expectations for
institution’s service quality, university staff should view students with respect and be willing to serve them.

The study has some significant limitations. First, the generalization of the results should be done cautiously as each university has its unique characteristics and this may alter the results. Second, the study only focused on the students’ perspectives on the use of the students-as-customers concept. It is worth to examine the perspectives on the use of this concept from other university’s stakeholders such as faculty staff, administrators and board of directors who involve in management practice and policy making. Third, the cross-case conclusion for the study may have a comparable limitation as the numbers of participants in each case are quite different. Fourth, the result from the exploratory study may be questionable in its validity. Future studies should be conducted to attest the results of this study. Finally, this research is a cross-section study. A student’s perspective on the use of the students-as-customers concept in educational institutions may change overtime. A longitudinal study should be conducted to keep track of this change.
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